
Dear Aristides Vagelatos:
Thank you for your participation as a reviewer for Innovate Learning Summit 2020. You reviewed one submission. A list of your
completed reviews can be found below. Summit submissions are subject to a double-blind peer review process by a minimum of three
reviewers, with final decisions made by the Executive Committees of each conerence. Reviewers are considered members of the
conference’s international Program Committee of experts in fields specifically matching each conference topics.

Program Committee members provide the vital link that makes each conference a success. The reviews provided help the Executive
Committee select which papers to accept and reject. Additionally, reviewers help the authors of conference submissions make their
papers and presentations stronger.

If you require any further information about these specific reviews or any other part of the AACE Review process, please contact us
anytime at conf@aace.org.

Your reviews
The DISK Online Streaming Concept for Hybrid Learning – Dealing with the challenges of COVID-19 in learning settings
[58336]

Your score: 4
Your comments: The paper presents and discusses an online learning approach, called DISK-online, to be used as an e-learning
system, during Covid-19 pandemic (and not only). The system is rather promising and relatively easy to follow. The paper though
needs more work in order to be considered as a pure research paper. And most importantly, it needs to be applied and present the
feedback from its outcomes. Of course there exist a short of evaluation, after a survey on 35 educators. But it is not clear, weather
they have implement the proposal, or they have just been informed about that.

Thank you again for your contribution to the success of this conference.
For the Program Chairs, 
Sincerely,

Gary Marks, Ph.D. 
Summit/AACE Executive Director
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